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ATTACHMENT - SECTION 4.15(1) TABLE – Matters For Consideration 
 

 
This application has been assessed under Section 4.15(1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 and the following matters are of relevance to Development Application No 188-2018. 

State Environmental Planning Policies 

The proposed development has been assessed in accordance with the requirements of the relevant State 
Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) including any draft SEPPs and a summary is provided in the 
following table: 
 

SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

State Environmental Planning Policy No 55 – Remediation of Land 

 
The objectives of this Policy are summarised as follows: 
 

 To provide for a state wide planning approach to the remediation of contaminated land; 
and 

 

 To promote the remediation of contaminated land for the purpose of reducing the risk of 
harm to human health or any other aspect of the environment. 

 
Under Clause 7 of this Policy - Contamination and remediation to be considered in 
determining development application, the consent authority must not consent to the carrying out 
of any development unless: 
 

a) It has considered whether the land is contaminated;  
 

b) If the land is contaminated, it is satisfied that the land is suitable in its contaminated state 
(or will be suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is 
proposed to be carried out; and 
 

c) If the land requires remediation to be made suitable for the purpose for which the 
development is proposed to be carried out, it is satisfied that the land will be remediated 
before the land is used for that purpose 

 
Like any land that has been used for industrial purposes, it is possible that the land on which the 
concrete batching plant is located contains some contaminates. However, this does not prevent 
the land being considered suitable for the on-going use. The concrete sealing of the site and 
upgrading of waste and storm water management will improve the environmental management 
of the plant. 
 
Pursuant to sub-clause 7(2), no change of use is proposed, with all existing and proposed works 
being associated with the approved concrete batching plant. Therefore, there is no requirement 
for an investigation into potential contamination to be carried out and the requirements of this 
Policy have been satisfied. 
 

 
Yes 

State Environmental Planning Policy No 33 – Hazardous and Offensive Development  

 
The objectives of this Policy are summarised as follows: 
 

 
Yes - 

Conditional 
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SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

 to ensure that in determining whether a development is a hazardous or offensive 
industry, any measures proposed to be employed to reduce the impact of the 
development are taken into account; and 
 

 to ensure that in considering any application to carry out potentially hazardous or 
offensive development, the consent authority has sufficient information to assess whether 
the development is hazardous or offensive and to impose conditions to reduce or 
minimise any adverse impact. 

 
Clause 3 – Definitions of “potentially hazardous industry” and “potentially offensive industry” 
 

potentially hazardous industry means a development for the purposes of any industry 
which, if the development were to operate without employing any measures (including, for 
example, isolation from existing or likely future development on other land) to reduce or 
minimise its impact in the locality or on the existing or likely future development on other 
land, would pose a significant risk in relation to 
the locality: 

(a) to human health, life or property, or 
(b)  to the biophysical environment, 

 
and includes a hazardous industry and a hazardous storage establishment. 

 
potentially offensive industry means a development for the purposes of an industry 
which, if the development were to operate without employing any measures (including, for 
example, isolation from existing or likely future development on other land) to reduce or 
minimise its impact in the locality or on the existing or likely future development on other 
land, would emit a polluting discharge (including for example, noise) in a manner which 
would have a significant adverse impact in the locality or on the existing or likely future 
development on other land, and includes an offensive industry and an offensive storage 
establishment. 

 
Pursuant to Clause 8 – Consideration of Departmental Guidelines, in determining whether a 
development is a hazardous storage establishment, hazardous industry, or other potentially 
hazardous industry, consideration must be given to any relevant current circulars or guidelines 
published by the Department of Planning. 
 
The Department of Planning’s publication Hazardous and Offensive Development Application 
Guidelines – Applying SEPP 33 (“SEPP 33 Guideline”) is relevant. It states that cement works 
are a potentially offensive industry, noting the definition of offensive industry below. 
 

offensive industry means a development for the purposes of an industry which, when the 
development is in operation and when all measures proposed to reduce or minimise its 
impact on the locality have been employed (including, for example, measures to isolate the 
development from existing or likely future development on other land in the locality), would 
emit a polluting discharge (including, for example, noise) in a manner which would have a 
significant adverse impact in the locality or on the existing or likely future development on 
other land in the locality. 

 

The submitted Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) states that t h is app licat ion  is no t  

p roposing developm ent  f o r  t he purposes o f  a po t en t ially hazardous o r  o f f ensive 

indust ry. The concret e bat ch ing p lan t  is an  exist ing app roved  land  use at  t he sit e 

and  t he p roposal does no t  seek t o  increase t he concret e p roduct ion , but  rat her  

t he p roposal w ill im p rove t he site’s environm ent al per f o rm ance and  increase t he 
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SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

raw  m at er ials and  w at er  st o rages t o  ensure secur it y o f  supp ly. 

 

The SEE further states that while a concrete batching plant use may potentially be considered a 
hazardous industry and/or an offensive industry, the proposal relates only to environmental 
upgrade works, and ancillary water/fly ash storage facilities that in themselves do not represent 
any potentially hazardous industry or potentially offensive industry as defined in SEPP 33. 

 
Assessing Officer’s Comments 
It is agreed that the environmental upgrade works and the new water storage silo are ancillary to 
the approved concrete batching plant and, in of themselves, do not constitute a potentially 
hazardous or offensive industry. However, there was a concern in regards to the potential 
impacts of the increase in the capacity of fly ash storage from 30 tonnes to 130 tonnes (max). 
This was not addressed in the original SEE. 
 
Fly ash is a residue from the combustion of coal that is used in the production of concrete to 
increase strength and durability.  
 
Research carried out by the Assessing Officer found that exposure to fly ash can impact human 
health, including irritation to lungs if inhaled. There is at least one case of the EPA investigating 
the release of fly ash into the air from a storage silo. Therefore, while it is acknowledged that 
dust extraction systems are proposed to be installed on the silos, insufficient information had 
been submitted by the applicant to determine that they had considered the SEPP 33 Guideline, 
and that the proposal did not constitute a potentially hazardous industry, requiring a Preliminary 
Hazard Analysis under Clause 12 of the SEPP. 
 
Subsequent information was submitted by the applicant. They stated that fly ash is no longer 
regulated as a “hazardous” material, nor is it listed on the Australian Dangerous Goods Code, 
and as such has no implications for SEPP 33. Reference is made to an EPA exemption from the 
need to hold an environment protection licence for fly ash use. 

 
The Assessing Officer’s understanding is that the EPA exemption referred to by the applicant 
means as follows: 

o The storage of fly ash is not a scheduled activity under the POEO Act in regards to waste 

storage and waste application to land; and 

o That the transportation of fly ash is not required to be tracked. 

 
For the purposes of SEPP 33, fly ash is not classed as a Dangerous Good. However, the 
information does not address the SEPP 33 Guideline. It states that: 
 

Some combustible dusts that are not Dangerous Goods can cause explosions if there is a 
combination of a dust concentration within the explosive range and the presence of an 
ignition source. Static electricity is the most common source of ignition, due to the dry 
conditions typically prevailing within a dusty atmosphere. Coal dust and grain/flour dust are 
two examples.  

 
…proposals for the storage and handling of dusts and other finely divided materials should 
be carefully scrutinised to consider whether they should be considered potentially 
hazardous industry due to dust explosion factors. 

The applicant was again requested to address the SEPP 33 Guideline. They subsequently 
submitted a Safety Data Sheet for fly ash (SDS No. CASDS03 – issued 31 August 2018) that 
states that fly ash is not a combustible dust, and has no fire or explosion hazard. 

In addition, the applicant also submitted information about how fly ash is stored and handled on 
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SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

the site – see below. 

Storage and Handling of Fly Ash on Site 
 

Fly ash is stored and handled on site the same as every concrete plant in Australia.  
 

 

 

EPA Comments 

While there is no requirement for the EPA to grant approval for the proposed development under 
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, it is the regulatory authority for the 
concrete batching plant under the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997. The 
proposal was referred to the EPA for comments. They required the applicant to provide 
additional technical information regarding dust management. This was supplied and forwarded 
to the EPA. 
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SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

The EPA’s final advice regarding dust emissions is that the additional information generally 
satisfies the previously raised issues, subject to the imposition of conditions requiring validation 
testing within 12 months of installing the dust extraction system to confirm that air emissions 
comply with the relevant criteria.  

 

 

Environmental Health Comments 

Council’s Environmental Health Officer concurs with the EPA advice and recommends that an 
additional condition be imposed requiring the on-going management of dust and a maintenance 
schedule for the dust extraction system be included within a detailed Environmental 
Management Plan (EMP) for the concrete batching plant.  

It should also be noted that the application was accompanied by a Surface Water Audit prepared 
by consultants SLR in April 2018. It provides an environmental audit of the plant as required by 
the EPA to assess environmental performance and compliance with the Protection of the 
Environment Operations Act 1997. Several recommendations for improvement made by SLR will 
be incorporated into conditions of consent (if granted). 

Conclusion  

Given that fly ash: is not a combustible dust; is not listed on the Australian Dangerous Goods 
Code; and its storage is not a scheduled activity under the Protection of the Environment 
Operations Act 1997, it is considered that the proposed increase in storage capacity and use of 
fly ash on the site does not constitute a potentially hazardous or offensive industry. Therefore, 
pursuant to Clause 12 of the SEPP, a Preliminary Hazard Analysis is not required and the 
requirements of SEPP 33 have been satisfied.  

Furthermore, it is considered that the increase in storage capacity and use of fly ash will not 
have detrimental impacts to the environment or to human health provided that it is managed in 
accordance with the information provided and with conditions recommended by the EPA and 
Council’s Environmental Health Officer. 

 

State Environmental Planning Policy  (Infrastructure) 2007 

 
This Policy provides a planning regime for the provision of services and infrastructure in 
NSW, outlines requirements for consent authorities to consult with relevant public authorities 
during the assessment of Development Applications, and outlines provisions for various types of 
exempt and complying development. 
 
The site has frontage to classified road (Canberra Avenue). 
 
Pursuant to Clause 101 – Development with frontage to classified road, Council must be 
satisfied that: 

(a) where practicable and safe, vehicular access to the land is provided by a road other than 
the classified road, and 

 
There is no vehicular access from Canberra Avenue.  Vehicular access from Bowen Place 
remains unchanged as part of the proposed development. 
  

(b) the safety, efficiency and ongoing operation of the classified road will not be adversely 
affected by the development as a result of: 
 

 
Yes 
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SEPP COMMENTS 
COMPLIE
S 
(Yes/No) 

(i) the design of the vehicular access to the land, or 
 

(ii) the emission of smoke or dust from the development, or 
 

(iii) the nature, volume or frequency of vehicles using the classified road to gain access 
to the land, and 

 
Currently, the following deliveries of raw materials are made to the site: 
 

 2 x cem ent  / f ly ash  t ankers (single t railer ) per  day; 

 6 x sand  deliver ies (t ruck and  dog) per  day; 

 6 x aggregat e deliver ies (t ruck and  dog) per  day; 

 Chem ical deliver ies (sem i-t railer ) once per  f o r t n igh t ; and  

 Oxide deliver ies average 1 per  w eek (r ig id  t ruck on ly). 

 
The applicant has advised that the works associated with the proposal will allow for enough 
concreted manoeuvring area within the site, and sufficient storage capacity, to B-double trucks 
to make deliveries of raw materials. This will effectively halve the number of tanker movements. 
 
It is considered that the proposal will not adversely affect the safety, efficiency and ongoing 
operation of Canberra Avenue. The design of vehicular access to the land from Bowen Place is 
unchanged; and the emission of dust from the concrete batching plant will be improved by the 
upgrades to environmental management and the installation of dust extractors. 
 

(c) the development is of a type that is not sensitive to traffic noise or vehicle emissions, or 
is appropriately located and designed, or includes measures, to ameliorate potential 
traffic noise or vehicle emissions within the site of the development arising from the 
adjacent classified road. 

 
The concrete batching plant and the ancillary works that form this development application is not 
a type of development that is sensitive to traffic noise or vehicle emissions. 
 
Pursuant to Clause 104 – Traffic generating development, the proposal is not traffic generating 
development, therefore not requiring notice to the RMS. 
 
No other clauses in this SEPP are relevant to the proposal. 
 

 

Local Environmental Plans  

The proposed development has been assessed in accordance with the relevant requirements of the 
Queanbeyan Local Environmental Plan 2012 and no relevant draft LEPs apply to the land. A summary is 
provided as follows: 
 

QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

Part 1  Preliminary  

Clause 1.2  Aims of Plan 

The aims of the Plan are as follows: 
 

 
Yes 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

a) To facilitate the orderly and economic use and development of land in Queanbeyan based 
on ecological sustainability principles; 

 
b) To provide for a diversity of housing throughout Queanbeyan; 

 
c) To provide for a hierarchy of retail, commercial and industrial land uses that encourage 

economic and business development catering for the retail, commercial and service needs 
of the community; 

 
d) To recognise and protect Queanbeyan’s natural, cultural and built heritage including 

environmentally sensitive areas such as Queanbeyan’s native grasslands, the 
Queanbeyan River and Jerrabomberra Creek; 
 

e) To protect the scenic quality, views and vistas from main roads and other vantage points 
within Queanbeyan of the escarpment and Mount Jerrabomberra; 

 
f) To maintain the unique identity and country character of Queanbeyan; and 

 
g) To facilitate the orderly growth of the urban release area in Googong in a staged manner 

that promotes a high level of residential amenity and the timely provision of physical and 
social infrastructure through appropriate phasing of the development of land. 

The proposed development is considered to be generally consistent with the aims of the LEP, 
specifically, by improving the environmental performance of a long standing concrete batching 
plant and bringing it up to current standards. 
 
It should be noted that the three new silos proposed to be authorised in this development 
application do not comply with the permitted maximum height for buildings and structures. As is 
outlined in detail later in this Report under Clause 4.6 of the LEP, this contravention of a 
development standard is supported in this instance and does not result in the proposal being 
inconsistent with the aims of the LEP. Specifically, all three silos are lower in height than the two 
existing approved silos. The site is a long established concrete batching plant and it is considered 
that the three additional silos do not compromise the scenic quality, views or vistas of the 
escarpment and Mount Jerrabomberra.  
 

Clause 1.4  Definitions 

 
The development application seeks to authorise numerous works that have been carried out 
without development consent, and also includes some new works. 

Existing Unauthorised Development 

1. Demolition of metal truck shelter; 
2. Erection of two silos for the storage of fly ash and cement; 
3. Erection of one silo for the storage of water; 
4. Installation of a covered truck wash-out facility; 
5. Installation of a truck slump stand with roof; 
6. Installation of sediment settlement ponds  and other works to improve the management of 

storm water and waste water; and 
7. Sealing of surfaces with concrete. 

Proposed New Development 

1. Installation of new dust extraction system to silo vent;  
2. Construction of new car park to allow for on-site parking of staff vehicles; 

 
Yes 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

3. Extension to the roof of the truck wash-out facility; and 
4. Boundary adjustment to ensure that the concrete batching plant and the proposed new car 

parking area is contained within one lot. 
 
The proposed development is defined in the LEP’s dictionary as being for drainage and ancillary 
works and structures associated with the existing approved industry on the site. 

 
drainage means any activity that intentionally alters the hydrological regime of any locality 
by facilitating the removal of surface or ground water. It may include the construction, 
deepening, extending, opening, installation or laying of any canal, drain or pipe, either on 
the land or in such a manner as to encourage drainage of adjoining land. 

 
The proposal also includes demolition and is discussed under Clause 2.7 of the LEP later in the 
report. Drainage is not separately identified as a land use type, but is considered to be ancillary to 
the existing approved industry on the site. 
 

Clause 1.9A  Suspension of Covenants, Agreements and Instruments 

 
No covenants, agreements and instruments restricting the proposed development have been 
identified. 
 

 
Yes 

Part 2  Permitted or Prohibited Development  

Clause 2.1  Land Use Zones 

 
The applicable zone as listed in Clause 2.1 and identified on the Land Zoning Map referred to in 
Clause 2.2 is IN1 – General Industrial. 
 

 
Yes 

Clause 2.3  Zone Objectives and Land Use Tables 

 
The consent authority must have regard to the objectives of the zone when determining a 
development application. The objectives of each applicable land use zone are listed below. 
 
IN1 – General Industrial 
 
The objectives of the IN1 – General Industrial zone are: 

 To provide a wide range of industrial and warehouse land uses. 

 To encourage employment opportunities. 

 To minimise any adverse effect of industry on other land uses. 

 To support and protect industrial land for industrial uses. 

 To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs 
of workers in the area. 

It is considered that the proposed development generally satisfies the objectives of the zone, 
specifically, the various upgrades to the management of waste water and the installation of dust 
extractors will minimise the potential for the concrete batching plant to have adverse impacts on 
other land uses and the environment.  
 
It is considered that the contravention of the height of buildings development standard does not 
result in the proposal being inconsistent with the objectives of the zone. Specifically, the height of 
the three silos is not anticipated to have any adverse effects on other land uses. 

 
Yes 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

 

Clause 2.7  Demolition requires development consent  

 
This clause states that the demolition of a building or work may be carried out only with 
development consent. The proposed development includes the authorisation of the demolition of 
a truck port. This has allowed for access to be created to the new car parking area. 

 
Yes 

Part 4  Principal Development Standards  

Clause 4.1 Minimum subdivision lot size 

 
This clause provides for a minimum lot size for the subdivision of land as identified on the 
Minimum Lot Size Map. 
A boundary adjustment between existing Lot 10 and Lot 11 DP 1219548 is proposed to ensure 
that all buildings and car parking areas associated with the concrete batching plant are contained 
within one lot. Lot 10 is proposed to be 2.211 hectares. Lot 11 (which will contain the concrete 
batching plant) is proposed to be 5,341m2. The subject site is identified on the LEP’s Lot Size Map 
as having a minimum lot size of 1,500m2, therefore, the proposal complies with this clause.  
 

 
Yes 

Clause 4.3 Height of buildings 

 
The relevant objective of this clause is to ensure that the height of buildings complement the 
streetscape or the historic character of the area in which the buildings are located. 
 
The maximum height of any building or structure on the land is 12 metres. 
 
There are five silos associated with the concrete batching plant. Figure 1 below shows each silo, 
its purpose and capacity. 
 

 
No 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

 
 

Figure 1 – Silos 
 
Silos numbered 1 and 2 were approved as part of the original development consent for the 
concrete batching plant in 1972. Silos 3, 4 and 5 have been erected without development consent 
within the past couple of years. The heights of each silo from ground level are listed below. 
 
Silo 1 – 25.1 metres 
Silo 2 – 15.1 metres 
Silo 3 – 16.1 metres 
Silo 4 – 16.1 metres 
Silo 5 – 12.9 metres 
 
All existing silos (approved and unauthorised) exceed the permitted maximum height. The 
applicant was requested to submit a request to vary this development standard for Silos 3, 4 and 
5 in accordance with Clause 4.6 – Exceptions to development standards of the LEP. A request 
was subsequently submitted and is discussed in detail below under clause 4.6.  
 

Clause 4.6   Exceptions to development standards 

 
Under this clause Council may consider a contravention, or variation, to certain development 
standards.  
 
As previously demonstrated, the proposed development fails to comply with the maximum height 
of buildings development standard permitted under Clause 4.3 of the LEP.  

 
Yes 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

 
Clause 4.3 is one of the development standards that is permitted to be varied.   
 
Clause 4.6(3) states the following: 
 

“Development consent must not be granted for development that contravenes a 
development standard unless the consent authority has considered a written request 
from the applicant that seeks to justify the contravention of the development standard 
by demonstrating: 
 
(a) that compliance with the development standard is unreasonable or unnecessary 

in the circumstances of the case; and 
 
(b) that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify contravening 

the development standard.” 
 
The applicant has provided a written request that seeks to justify the proposed contravention as 
detailed below. 
 
In regards to sub-clause 4.6(3)(a) the applicant submits: 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 
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QUEANBEYAN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

Assessing Officer’s Comments 
The justifications provided by the applicant as to why compliance with the development standard 
is unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances of the case are generally concurred with.  
 
All three silos are significantly lower in height than the tallest existing approved silo on the site, 
which is over 25 metres high. The site is a long established concrete batching plant and it is 
considered that the three new silos do not detract visually from the appearance of the 
development or obstruct any significant views. 
 
While buildings associated with industrial developments usually can easily comply with the 12 
metre height limit, it is not unexpected that structures related to lawful industrial activities (such as 
silos) could exceed this height. For example, it is noted that the Queanbeyan Pre-Mix Concrete 
site at 18 Chapman Street has two cement silos well in excess of the 12 metre height limit 
applicable to that site. 
 
In regards to sub-clause 4.6(3)(b) the applicant submits: 
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Assessing Officer’s Comments 
The justifications provided by the applicant as to why there are sufficient environmental planning 
grounds to justify contravening the development standard are generally concurred with.  
 
The concrete batching plant and the adjacent large building immediately to the north are visually 
dominating features in the streetscape, due to the height of the existing approved structures and 
buildings, and their location on the high side of Bowen Place / Canberra Avenue. While the three 
silos do add an additional high built form element, it is considered that they are not 
uncomplimentary to the existing industrial streetscape.  Furthermore, the height of the three silos 
is not considered to cause any significant impacts to the streetscape, privacy, solar access or 
amenity generally of adjoining properties or the locality. 
 
Clause 4.6(4) states the following: 
 

“Development consent must not be granted for a development that contravenes a 
development standard unless: 
 
(a)  the consent authority is satisfied that: 
 
(i)  the applicant’s written request has adequately addressed the matters required to 

be demonstrated by subclause (3) 
 
As previously discussed, the applicant’s written request to justify the contravention of the building 
height standard is considered to have adequately addressed the matters required to be 
demonstrated in subclause 4.6(3).  
 

(ii)  the proposed development will be in the public interest because it is consistent 
with the objectives of the particular standard and the objectives for development 
within the zone in which the development is proposed to be carried out.  

 
The proposal is considered to be consistent with the relevant objective of the development 
standard, which is ensure that the height of buildings complement the streetscape or the historic 
character of the area in which the buildings are located. Refer to previous comments regarding 
streetscape. 
 
As previously discussed, the objectives of the IN1 – General Industrial zone are considered to be 
generally satisfied by the proposal.  

 
(b) the concurrence of the Secretary has been obtained. 
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Council may assume the concurrence of the Secretary under the Planning Circular PS 18-003 
issued in February 2018 – provided that the application is determined by Council, not under 
delegation. 
 
In conclusion, the applicant’s written request to justify the contravention of the height of buildings 
development standard is considered to be adequate in that the applicant has satisfactorily 
demonstrated that compliance with the standard is unnecessary or unreasonable in the 
circumstances of the case, and that there are sufficient environmental planning grounds to justify 
contravening the development standard. It is recommended that Council support the proposed 
contravention. 
 

Part 7  Additional Local Provisions  

Clause 7.1  Earthworks 

 
The objective of this clause is to ensure that any earthworks will not have a detrimental impact on 
environmental functions and processes, neighbouring uses or heritage items and features of the 
surrounding land. 
 
There have been some minor earthworks carried out on the site to facilitate improvements to 
waste water management. No further earthworks are proposed.   
 

 
Yes 

Clause 7.6  Airspace operations 

 
This clause states that if a development application is received and the consent authority is 
satisfied that the proposed development will penetrate the Limitation or Operations Surface, the 
consent authority must not grant development consent unless the relevant Commonwealth body 
advises that it has no objection. 
 
The Operations Limitations Surface (OLS) of the Canberra Airport applicable to the site is 615m 
AHD. The three existing silos proposed to be authorised by this development, as well as the two 
older approved silos application, all penetrate the OLS – maximum height of 631m AHD. The 
application was therefore required to be referred to the Commonwealth Department of 
Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development, and the Canberra Airport. 
 
On behalf of the Commonwealth, Canberra Airport have advised that given there is a light pole 
200m from the site that is 648m AHD, higher than any of the silos, no further assessment is 
necessary. In other words, there is no objection to the development and a Controlled Activity 

Approval under the Commonwealth Airports (Protection of Airspace) Regulations 1996 is no t  

required . Thus, t h is clause has been  sat isf ied . 

 

 
Yes 

Clause 7.9  Essential services 

 
Development consent must not be granted to development unless the consent authority is 
satisfied that any of the following services that are essential for the development are available or 
that adequate arrangements have been made to make them available when required: 

a) the supply of water, 
b) the supply of electricity, 
c) the disposal and management of sewage, 
d) stormwater drainage or on-site conservation, 
e) suitable vehicular access. 

 

 
Yes 
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Council’s Development Engineer has assessed the proposed development and confirmed that 
adequate services are available (or can be made available) subject to the imposition of 
recommended conditions. Refer to specific comments below. 
 

Water: The site currently has a water supply, the development works does not affect further 
requirement on Councils infrastructure to upgrade the connection to the site. 

 
Sewer: The site is currently connected to the sewer, the two new truck wash down facilities 
will require trade waste connection with appropriate pre-treatment devices installed. 

Storm Water: The creation of further hard stand area will generate run off from the site. The 
applicant plan is to direct all run off via the current detention device on site with a capacity of 
90,000 litres. 

The detention of storm water is not currently monitored for PH levels prior to discharge, high 
PH levels will be required to have appropriate treatment to ensure any discharge from the site 
is compliant and within the PH range of 7.5. 

It is noted that the site has been under a previous prevention order from the EPA due to site 
discharge. 

The applicant will be required to install an automated testing and dosing unit to ensure a 
pollution event does not occur from the site. This will be a non - standard condition of consent. 

 
Vehicle Access: Refer to comments under Part 2 of the DCP later in this Report. 

 
 

Clause 7.11  Development near HMAS Harman 

 
The objective of this clause is to contribute to the protection of the operational environment of 
HMAS Harman and its role as a national defence facility. 
 
This clause applies to industrial zoned land within 2 kilometres of HMAS Harman. It states that: 

development consent may be granted to the erection of a building with a height exceeding 
8.5 metres on land to which this clause applies if the consent authority has referred the 
development application to the Commonwealth Department of Defence and has considered 
any comments received from that Department within 28 days after the Department was 
notified. 

 
The proposal includes the authorisation of 3 silos that were erected without development consent. 
The silos are  
 
The proposal was referred to the Commonwealth Department of Defence on 23 August 2018. No 
comments were received. 
 

 
Yes 

 

Development Control Plan 

 
 

QUEANBEYAN DCP 2012 COMMENTS 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 
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Part 1  About This Development Control Plan 

 
1.8  Public Notification Of A Development Application 

The development application was notified and advertised as per the policy from 26 June 
2018 to 26 July 2018.  No submissions were received.  

 
Yes 

Part 2  All Zones 

 
2.2  Car Parking 
This part of the DCP outlines requirements for the provision of car parking and service delivery 
facilities for developments. 
 
The objectives are: 
 

1) Car parking is to be provided on-site which will cater for the increased demand brought 
about by the development of the site. 
2) Adequate car parking for people with disabilities. 
3) The provision of car parking which is functional, safe and attractive. 
4) Functional loading and unloading facilities are provided to cater for the development of 
the site. 
5) The construction of car parking areas, service areas and associated areas to be in 
accordance with good engineering practice. 

 
The approved plans for the plant from 1972 show car parking located along the rear of the site. 
It is not known how long this original arrangement was adhered to, or the number of car parks 
that may have existed in this location. 
 
While the current proposal does not, in and of itself, generate additional car parking, it is clear 
from site inspection that there is currently no available space for the on-site parking of staff and 
visitor vehicles. There is no designated car parking area and all hard stand is required for truck 
manoeuvring. It appears as though staff and visitor vehicles park on the Bowen Place verge. 
 
The applicant was requested to address the provision of on-site car parking and provided the 
following information. 

 A maximum of 17 employees are on site per work shift. 

 The increased materials storage will not require additional truck movements or car 
parking spaces for workers or visitors. 

 
A car parking plan was submitted that shows the provision of 17 car parking spaces located to 
the north of the plant between the building on Lot 11 and the Canberra Avenue frontage. Swept 
paths indicate satisfactory manoeuvring, however no disabled car parking space has been 
provided. The applicant claims that in excess of 20 car parks are expected to be constructed 
within the nominated area. 
 
This part of the site is currently used as an informal car parking area for the land uses 
associated with the building on Lot 11. With the recent demolition of a truck port associated 
with the concrete batching plant this area is now accessible from Bowen Place. A boundary 
adjustment between Lot 10 and 11 is proposed to ensure that the car parking area is located 
on the same lot of land as the concrete batching plant. 
 
Council’s Development Engineer has assessed the car parking and provides the following 
comments. 

 
The Queanbeyan DCP Parking requirements for light industrial in part 2 of the DCP 

 
Variation 
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requires 1.3 spaces per 100m sq and 1 per 60 m sq for office spaces. This would require 
the site to have 66 parking spaces, not including office area requirements. 
As a practical measure the applicant has been asked to provide a design of a parking 
area representative of its current employment with provision of an accessible space and 
two visitor parking spaces. 
 
A car parking plan addressing parking provisions generally in accordance with the 
Queanbeyan DCP had been provided. Whilst the parking layout is satisfactory the 
requirement for an accessible space has not been met. The location is proposed to be a 
rigid pavement construction this will be applied as a standard condition of the consent 
requiring the carpark to be constructed of either Asphalt or concrete. 

 
The parking area plan has delineated the access to the site from Bowen Place. 

 
Assessing Officer’s Comments 
 
It is considered that the proposed on-site car parking is an acceptable solution to the current 
lack of parking for the plant’s workers and any visitors. It has been demonstrated by the 
applicant that the works associated with this development application will not intensify the 
existing development or generate additional car parking. However, some provision for visitors 
should be made and an accessible space must be provided in accordance with current 
standards. 
 
In addition to standard conditions relating to the construction of car parking, it is recommended 
that a condition be imposed to require the construction of a minimum of 19 car parking spaces 
and 1 accessible space. There appears to be ample space to accommodate this. It is further 
recommended that the construction of the car parking area is required to be carried out within 
three months of the date of the consent (if granted). 
 
It is not possible for the 66 car parking spaces calculated by the Development Engineer to be 
provided on-site. Provided the car parking is constructed in accordance with the recommended 
conditions, it is considered that the proposed car parking arrangements satisfies the objectives 
of the car parking controls and merits support. It will result in a considerable improvement to 
the current parking arrangements for staff and visitors.  
 

 
2.3  Environmental Management 
Refer to comments under relevant section of Part 8 of the DCP later in this Report. 
 

 
Yes 

 
2.4  Contaminated Land Management 

This clause requires developments to comply with SEPP 55 and also sets out Council’s 
requirements for the implementation and management of remediation works. Refer to 
detailed comments previously in this Report under SEPP 55. 
  

 
Yes 

 
2.6  Landscaping 

This clause outlines Council’s requirements for landscape plans and also lists what 
development types require a Council Accredited Landscape Consultant to prepare 
landscape plans. 
 
There is no opportunities to introduce landscaping to the site. The land containing the 
concrete batching plant is entirely concreted or taken up with plant and equipment. 
 

 
Yes 
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2.7  Erosion and Sediment Control 

The satisfactory and on-going management of waste and storm water from the site has 
been the subject of detailed discussion and assessment throughout this Report. Also refer 
to relevant recommended conditions. 
 

 
Yes 

 
2.9 Safe Design 

The proposed development is not expected to have any negative impact with respect to 
crime prevention through environmental design considerations. The concrete batching 
plant has been operating from the site for over 40 years. The new structures do not 
obscure entry to the plant’s office or reduce existing opportunities for passive surveillance. 

 

 
Yes 

 
2.12 Trees and Vegetation Management 

There is no vegetation on the site. 
 

 
Yes 

 
PART 7 – INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

 
7.1.2 

 
Overall objectives for Development in Industrial Zones 

Provide development guidelines for the Industrial development  
Protect the amenity of existing residences within and close to industrial 

development.  
To prevent incompatible land uses being located in proximity to one another  
Encourage best practice in environmental management.  
Ensure development has a visually appealing appearance to the street.  

 
Comment – Provided the recommended conditions of consent are adhered to, it is 
considered that the proposed development generally satisfies the relevant objectives. 
Specifically, the upgrades to on-site management of waste water, storm water and 
dust will encourage best practice in environmental management. 
 

 
Yes 

 
7.2.1 

 
Setbacks 

Provide adequate space for landscaping and parking. 
Provide flexibility in building design. 
Provide buffers to adjoining land uses and preserve residential amenity. 

 
Comment – All structures and buildings on the site are setback from the Bowen Place 
by greater than the 7.5m minimum prescribed. The truck wash structure is setback 
further from the frontage than the existing approved buildings. The three silos are also 
setback behind, or no further forward, than the two silos approved under the original 
consent for the concrete batching plant. 
 

 

 
Yes 

 
7.2.2 

 
Building Design 
 
Objectives 

Promote buildings that enhance the quality of the streetscape. 
Encourage innovative, contemporary and sustainable design. 
Encourage design that is compatible with the type, scale, height, bulk and 

 
Yes 
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character of surrounding industrial development, and which enhances the 
streetscape. 

Ensure noise emissions are mitigated. 
Protect and enhance visual amenity of entry points into Queanbeyan. 

 
Controls 
The controls that are relevant to open structures like truck wash bays are discussed 

below. 
 

(a) Colours and materials shall be compatible with the natural scenic qualities of 
the locality. Visually prominent buildings with incompatible colours will not be 
supported.  

 
(b) New materials for construction are to be used. New industrial buildings should 

be constructed from low maintenance materials and incorporate energy 
efficient design principles.  
 
Comment – New metal building materials have been used on the existing truck 
wash bay structure, and the proposed roof extensions will use similar 
materials. The colour and materials are neutral and consistent with other 
structures on the site. 

 

 
7.2.3 

 
Site Works 
 
The controls in this clause relate to cut and fill, retaining walls and batters. None of 
these things are proposed. 
 

 
N/A 

 
7.2.4 

 
Materials Storage 
 
Objectives 

Avoid visually intrusive development 
Minimise impact of storage materials when viewed from the street. 

 
Controls 

(a) All efforts should be made to avoid external storage areas being visible from the 
street or when viewed from strategic locations throughout Queanbeyan. 

 
(b) Storage areas that can be seen from the street and neighbouring areas shall be 

screened.  
 

(c) Designated outdoor storage areas are to be indicated on the site plan submitted 
to Council as part of the Development Application.  
 

(d) The use of storage units/facilities will be required in order to keep storage areas 
in a tidy state. The type of storage unit/facility to be provided will be dependent 
on the materials to be stored. Typical provisions may include:  

i. Racking devices for timber and steel products; or  

ii. Storage bins for soil and mulching products.  

 
Comment – No changes to the existing external storage arrangements for sand and 
other aggregates are proposed. These are stored in large defined ‘bins’ at the rear of 
the site. 

 
N/A 
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7.2.5 

 
Fencing 
 
Objectives 

Improve safety and security of the site.  
Improve visual amenity.  
Enhance the streetscape.  

 
Controls 

 
(a) All fencing is to begin behind the landscaped area along the street frontage. 

Fencing is not generally permitted along the front boundary of allotments.  
 

(b) The preferred type of fencing is a galvanised or PVC coated wire mesh, not 
less than 1.8m above ground level and anchored into concrete footing.  

 
(c) Electric fences shall not be supported unless council is satisfied the 

development or proposed development requires this type of fencing. Council 
may require additional information which demonstrates the need for an electric 
fence.  
 

(d) Barbed Wire fences shall not be supported unless council is satisfied the 
development or proposed development requires this type of fencing. Council 
may require additional information which demonstrates the need for a barbed 
wire fence. 

 
Comment – No changes to the existing fencing on the site are proposed.  
 

 
N/A 

  
7.2.6 

 
Pollution Control 
 
Objectives 

 
Ensure that the use of land does not create offensive noise.  
To ensure adequate protection against environmental degradation due to 

pollution discharge.  
Minimise interference to existing and future amenity.  
Ensure satisfactory measures are incorporated to alleviate negative 

environmental impacts associated with industrial land uses.  
 

(a) Waste 
 

i) Provision shall be made for the storage and disposal of all trade waste, 
refuse, etc., that can be adequately accessed by service vehicles, so that it is 
not exposed to public view or likely to create a health nuisance.  

 

ii) A written Waste Management Plan is to be submitted with the Development 
Application.  

 
Note: A Waste Management Plan should address the following matters:  

 The quantity and type of waste generated by the ongoing use of the 
development,  

 
Yes 
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 How the generation of waste will be minimised and how recycling/reuse will 
be maximised,  

 How waste and the reusable and recyclable components are to be 
separated and stored,  

 The accessibility and use of waste storage and recycling areas by the 
occupants,  

 The collection/servicing of waste containers,  

 The ongoing use, maintenance and general management of the waste 
facilities:  

 The size of bin storage areas, indicating the number of bins to be 
accommodated, means of ventilation and cleaning, and paths of travel for 
collection points.  

 
Comment – Detailed information has been provided by the applicant in relation to the 
storage of fly ash and the management of waste water and storm water. This has been 
reviewed by the EPA, Council’s Environmental Health Officer and Development 
Engineer as being satisfactory subject to the imposition of numerous conditions to 
ensure best environmental practice and satisfactory on-going management.  
 
Also, a detailed environmental management plan (EMP) will be required to be 
submitted as recommended by Council’s Environmental Health Officer. The EMP is to 
address all areas of environmental impacts from activities on the site and include 
recommended actions to control, prevent and minimise pollution incorporating an 
action plan stating priorities and targets and best management practices. It is 
recommended that this should be submitted to Council within three months of the 
consent (if granted). 
 
No changes to the existing collection of refuse and recyclables by commercial 
contractors is proposed.  
 

(b) Noise and Vibrations 
i) Buildings shall generally be designed to prevent noise from plant 
machinery and operations associated with the development exceeding 
5dBA above the background noise level at any time, measured at the 
boundaries of the site.  
 
ii) All machinery shall be installed to ensure that no vibration is transmitted 
beyond the development site.  
 
iii) Council may require acoustic information be submitted with a 
development application in order to assess the potential noise impacts of a 
proposal on surrounding uses and residential areas.  

 
Comment – The existing concrete batching plant emits relatively high levels of noise, 
not inconsistent with a busy industrial area. The proposal is not anticipated to result in 
any significant increases to existing noise and vibrations. 

 
(c) Emissions 

 
Note: Industrial activity must comply with the relevant pollution control 
legislation administered by the Environment Protection Authority and Council, 
such as the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997. 
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Comment – Refer to comments from the EPA, Council’s Environmental Health Officer 
and Development Engineer. The works associated with the proposal are being carried 
out to ensure compliance with the POEO Act. 
 

(d) Trade Effluent and Wastes 
 

i) No sewerage, sullage or trade effluent shall be permitted to flow into 
Council’s stormwater system, or any other water way.  
 
ii) Formal approval must be obtained from Council for the disposal of trade 
effluent into Council’s sewer from industrial premises. Depending on the 
composition of the effluent entering the Council’s sewer, conditions may be 
imposed to ensure prior treatment before discharge (i.e. Plate Separator or 
other traps).  
 
iii) Council’s consent to discharge trade effluent to Council’s sewer is 
conditional upon the applicant obtaining all other necessary approvals from 
the relevant statutory authorities.  

 
Comment – Refer to comments from Council’s Development Engineer. A Trade Waste 
Approval is required and will be conditioned. 
 
Also, a detailed environmental management plan (EMP) will be required to be 
submitted as recommended by Council’s Environmental Health Officer. The EMP is to 
address all areas of environmental impacts from activities on the site and include 
recommended actions to control, prevent and minimise pollution incorporating an 
action plan stating priorities and targets and best management practices. It is 
recommended that this should be submitted to Council within three months of the 
consent (if granted). 
 

(e) Storage of hazardous or Toxic Material 
 

i) To ensure hazardous and toxic materials are not a threat to the 
environment, they must be stored in accordance with Workcover Authority 
requirements.  
 
ii) All tanks, drum and containers of toxic and hazardous materials shall be 
stored in a bunded area. The bund walls and floors shall be constructed of 
impervious material and shall be of sufficient size to contain 110% of the 
volume of the largest tanks plus the volume displaced by any additional 
tanks within the bunded area.  

 
Comment – Council’s Environmental Health Officer has recommended the imposition 
of a condition to ensure compliance with this clause – see below wording. 
 

All oils, lubricants, chemicals, acids, solvents, and concrete additives are to 
be stored in a designated area according to their storage requirements, 
away from stormwater drains, covered, sealed and bunded. The bund walls 
and floor shall be constructed of impervious materials and shall be of 
sufficient size to contain 110% of the volume of materials to be stored.  

 
(f) Drainage 

 
i) A plan shall detail methods of stormwater collection and control, including 
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all downpipes, drains and pits, site levels and nearest Council main. An 
interlot drainage easement will be required over adjoining properties where 
necessary. Adjoining owners consent will need to be submitted with your 
application where such easement does not exist.  
 
ii) All stormwater generated on-site is to be discharged to the kerb and 
gutter or Council’s stormwater main to the satisfaction of Council’s 
Development Engineers.  
 
iii) Appropriate facilities are to be provided and maintained by the 
developer/owner on site to contain and treat spillage, including washing and 
surface water, harmful to stream or sub-surface water quality.  
 
iv) Council will encourage, where appropriate, the use of porous surface 
material and soakage pits to reduce stormwater loads.  

 
Comment – Refer to comments from Council’s Development Engineer regarding storm 
water drainage. 

 
 

 
 
 

Additional Planning Considerations 

The following additional planning matters apply to the development: 
 
Section 4.10 – Designated Development  

Ref er  t o  det ailed  d iscussion  below  under  t he considerat ion  o f  t he Regulat ions. 
 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act Regulation 2000 

 
Designated Development 
If the existing concrete batching plant was proposed as new development it would be defined 

as Designated Development pursuan t  t o  Schedule 3 t o  t he Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Regulation 2000, due t o  it s annual p rocessing vo lum es being above 

30,000 t onnes per  annum  and  t he sit e being locat ed  w it h in  250 m et res o f  a 

residen t ial zone. 

 
Part 2 of Schedule 3 deals with alterations and additions to Designated Development 
(whether existing or approved).  
 
Clause 35 – Is there a significant increase in the environmental impacts of the total 
development states that: 
 

Development involving alterations or additions to development (whether existing or 
approved) is not designated development if, in the opinion of the consent authority, the 
alterations or additions do not significantly increase the environmental impacts of the 
total development (that is the development together with the additions or alterations) 
compared with the existing or approved development.  

Yes 
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Clause 36 outlines the factors Council must take into consideration when forming an opinion 
as to whether the proposal is Designated Development. These are listed below. 
 

(a) the impact of the existing development having regard to factors including: 
i. previous environmental management performance, including compliance 

with the conditions of any consents, licences, leases or authorisations by a 
public authority and compliance with any relevant codes of practice, and 

ii. rehabilitation or restoration of any disturbed land, and 
iii. the number and nature of all past changes and their cumulative effects, and 

 
(b) the likely impact of the proposed alterations or additions having regard to factors 

including: 
i. the scale, character or nature of the proposal in relation to the development, 

and 
ii. the existing vegetation, air, noise and water quality, scenic character and 

special features of the land on which the development is or is to be carried 
out and the surrounding locality, and 

iii. the degree to which the potential environmental impacts can be predicted 
with adequate certainty, and 

iv. the capacity of the receiving environment to accommodate changes in 
environmental impacts, and 
 

(c) any proposals: 
i. to mitigate the environmental impacts and manage any residual risk, and 
ii. to facilitate compliance with relevant standards, codes of practice or 

guidelines published by the Department or other public authorities.  
 
The applicant submits that as the site works and additional material storage silos will result in 
better site water management and a decrease in the environmental impacts of the concrete 
batching plant, the works do not constitute Designated Development. 
 
The Assessing Officer has given due consideration to factors listed in Clause 36. Clearly, the 
measures to manage waste water at the concrete batching plant were inadequate and non-
compliant with current practices. Indeed, the EPA has stated that the 2016 pollution incident:  
 

…occurred as a result of poor water management, inadequate bunding, controls and 
storage capacity for the management of contaminated wastewater onsite. The EPA 
considered this incident was preventable and the activity was being carried out in any 
environmentally unsatisfactory manner.  

 
The existing and proposed works to improve the management of waste water are generally in 
accordance with the EPA’s requirements. The proposed dust extraction system will also 
improve the quality of air emissions from the plant. 
 
The application was accompanied by a Surface Water Audit prepared by consultants SLR in 
April 2018. It provides an environmental audit of the plant as required by the EPA to assess 
environmental performance and compliance with the Protection of the Environment 
Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act). Several recommendations for improvement were also 
made by SLR. 
 
The application (including the SLR Report) was referred to the EPA for comment. As 
previously stated, the EPA do not object to the approval of the proposal, subject to the 
imposition of recommended conditions. Additional relevant conditions are also recommended 
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

by Council’s Environmental Health Officer and Development Engineer. 
 
In conclusion, it is considered that the works associated with the proposal reduce, (not 
increase) the environmental impacts of the total development compared with the existing or 
approved development, and thus, do not constitute Designated Development. 
 
 
No other matters prescribed in the Regulation are relevant in the consideration of the subject 
application. 
 

The Likely Impacts of the Development 

 
Context and Setting - The proposed development is located within an established industrial 
locality. The proposal is in context with the locality and there will be minimal impacts on 
adjoining land use activities.  
 

 
Yes 

 
Access, Transport and Traffic - The proposed development’s impacts in relation to access, 
transport and traffic is considered to be acceptable as assessed by Council’s Development 
Engineer. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Public Domain - The proposed development will not adversely impact the public domain. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Utilities - The site is serviced with all essential utilities. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Other Land Resources - The proposed development will not adversely impact on valuable 
land resources for productive agriculture land and mineral and extractive resources. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Water – Works associated with the proposal will greatly improve the management of waste 
water and storm water. Refer to detailed comments throughout this Report. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Air and Microclimate - The emission of dust from the development can be satisfactorily 
managed. Refer to detailed comments throughout this Report. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Flora and Fauna – The proposal will have no impacts to flora and fauna. The subject site is 
located within an established industrial locality and does not contain any vegetation. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Waste – It has been demonstrated that waste generated from the concrete batching plant can 
be satisfactorily managed and disposed of. Refer to detailed comments previously in this 
Report.  
 

 
Yes 

 
Noise and Vibration – The proposal is not anticipated to result in the creation of any adverse 
impacts from noise and vibration. 
 

 
Yes 
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

Natural Hazards - Potential hazards from contamination and disposal of waste water have 
been satisfactorily addressed. Refer to detailed discussions previously in this assessment. 
 

Yes 

 
Technological Hazards - There are no known technological hazards affecting the site. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Safety, Security and Crime Prevention - The proposed development complies with the 
relevant section of the QDCP 2012 on crime prevention through environmental design. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Social and Economic Impact in the Locality - The proposed development is not expected to 
pose any negative social or economic impacts to the locality. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Site Design and Internal Design - The proposed development is considered to be generally 
well designed in an environmentally sensitive manner.  
 

 
Yes 

 
Construction - The construction of the structures not previously erected stage may have the 
potential to impact on adjoining properties and the environment for a short period of time. Any 
approval will be conditioned to ensure construction activities do not unreasonably impact on 
the adjoining properties and their occupants and the environment by way of noise, erosion 
and the like. These conditions are standard Council conditions of development consent. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Cumulative Impacts - Cumulative impacts relate to the small impacts of developments in an 
area that when considered in unison can result in detrimental impact on the natural or built 
environment. It is considered that with adherence to recommended conditions, (if the 
proposal is approved), that the proposal will actually mitigate potential adverse cumulative 
impacts on the environment. 
 

 
Yes 

The Suitability of the Site for the Development 

 
The subject site is considered to be suitable for the proposal, given it already contains an 
approved concrete batching plant. 
 

 
Yes 

Have any submissions been made in accordance with the Act or the Regulations? 

 
Public Submissions - The proposal required notification under Queanbeyan DCP 2012. No 
submissions were received. 
 

 
Yes 

 
Submissions from Public Authorities - The proposal required referral and/or approval from the 
following agencies/authorities. 

1. NSW Environmental Protection Authority 

Comment – The EPA raised no objections to the proposal subject to the imposition of 
conditions regarding the dust extraction system. It should also be noted that many of the 
works associated with this proposal were separately required by the EPA in their role as the 
regulatory authority for the concrete batching plant under the Protection of the Environment 

 
Yes 
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 
COMPLIES 
(Yes/No) 

Operations Act 1997 

2. Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development and the Canberra 
Airport. 
 
Comment – The Operations Limitations Surface (OLS) of the Canberra Airport applicable to 
the site is 615m AHD. The three existing silos proposed to be authorised by this 
development, as well as the two older approved silos application, all penetrate the OLS – 
maximum height of 631m AHD. The application was therefore required to be referred to the 
Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development, 
and the Canberra Airport. 

 
On behalf of the Commonwealth, Canberra Airport have advised that given there is a light 
pole 200m from the site that is 648m AHD, higher than any of the silos, no further 
assessment is necessary. In other words, there is no objection to the development and a 
Controlled Activity Approval under the Commonwealth Airports (Protection of Airspace) 
Regulations 1996 is not required. Thus, this clause has been satisfied. 

3. Commonwealth Department of Defence  

The application was referred to the Commonwealth Department of Defence. This was 
required because the land is within 2 kilometres of HMAS Harman and the proposal includes 
a structure with a height exceeding 8.5 metres. 
 
Under Clause 7.11 of the LEP the proposal must be referred to the Commonwealth 
Department of Defence and any comments received within 28 days of notification be given 
consideration. The proposal was referred on 23 August 2018. No comments were received.  
 

The Public Interest 

 
The proposed development is considered to be in the public interest to approve as it will 
result in improved environmental performance of the existing concrete batching plant, and 
ensure the provision of on-site car parking for staff and visitors. 
 

 
Yes 

Section 7.11 Development Contributions 

 
No contributions under Section 7.11 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 are applicable.  
 
However, it should be noted that section 64 Headworks Contributions are required for the 
proposal as calculated by Council’s Development Engineer – condition required. 
 

 
Yes 
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CONDITIONS OF CONSENT 

188-2018 
 

1. APPROVED DEVELOPMENT AND PLANS 

The development referred to in the application is to be carried out in accordance with the 
approved plans and documents including the following:  

Title / Description Prepared by Issue/Revision & Date 

OR  Date received  

Attachment 3 Peter Williams 14 August 2019 

Site Plan 4D Surveying 5 October 2017 

Survey Plan  Undated 

Site layout F.Buckley 22 May 2018 

Slump stand - Elevation 1           F.Buckley 22 May 2018 

Slump stand - Elevation 2           F.Buckley 22 May 2018 

Wash Bay - Elevation                 F.Buckley 22 May 2018 

Wash Bay  Elevation 2                 F.Buckley 22 May 2018        

  

except as modified by any of the following conditions of consent. 

Reason: Development is undertaken in accordance with this consent & is used for the 
approved purpose only. 
 
2. CAR PARK 

The applicant is to provide a rigid pavement car park in accordance with AS2895, and the 
plan submitted to Council on the 22 June 2019.   

The carpark is to provide 1 accessible space, be line marked and have lighting installed.  
The carpark is to be fully completed within 3 months of the date of the consent.  
 
Reason: To ensure the development has adequate staff and visitor parking. 
 
3. ON SITE DETENTION TREATMENT 
The applicant is to provide automated testing treatment and dosing of the On Site Detention 
tank so the turbidity and PH level of wash down and storm water are managed to meet a 
compliant discharge from the site to the environment. 
 
The pumping and associated infrastructure shall be run off a series of float switches for 
automation via a control panel that has high and low level alarms. 
 
Reason: To ensure the site discharges have the best chance to meeting environmental 
discharge requirements. 
 
4. DRIVEWAY ACCESS 
The driveway is to be constructed as indicated in plans submitted to Council on the 22 June 
2019 and to be constructed by a Council approved contractor in accordance with QPRC 
Development Design Specification D13.  Any superfluous driveways to the development’s 
use is to have the layback removed and returned to Kerb and Gutter. 
 
Reason: To ensure the car park is functional and safe access and egress from the site is 
provided.  
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) is to be prepared by a suitably qualified and 
experienced person/s and is to be submitted to and approved by Council within 3 months of 
the date of the consent. 
 
The EMP is to address all areas of environmental impacts from activities on the site and 
include recommended actions to control, prevent and minimise pollution incorporating an 
action plan stating priorities and targets and best management practices. 
 
The plan shall include but not necessarily be limited to: 

• A description of the activities on the site and the pollution controls provided. 
• Describe how the environmental performance of the development will be monitored 

and managed. 
• A description of the processes to be implemented to receive, handle and respond 

to complaints. 
• A maintenance schedule for dust extraction equipment and Surface Water 

Management system.   
• Inclusion of the revised Monaro Water Management Plan to ensure bulk water 

tanks are not over filled if rain is predicted and first flush pits are routinely pumped 
out. 

• Daily sweeping of the hard stand areas. 
• Staff training program for maintaining the system and the description of exactly 

when and how tasks are undertaken. 
• Inclusion of a pH automatic monitoring system and monitoring of discharges to 

stormwater. 
• Detail of backup pumping arrangements on water management system. 
• Management provisions to control dust on site including a layout and design off the 

irrigation system and the controls which may be implemented to prevent trucks 
carrying dust onto the roadway. 

• The cleaning and emptying schedule for the wash bay bins. 
• A Pollution Incident and Emergency Response Plan to guide site response and 

reporting procedures in the event of an environmental emergency. 
• Emergency alarm response during night hours.  
• Compliance with conditions of development consent 
The environmental management of the operation is to be carried out at all times in 
accordance with the Environmental Management Plan. 

 
REASON:  To ensure satisfactory environment management of the site. 
 
6. ALARM SYSTEM 
Emergency high level alarm to be upgraded to send a message offsite to the responsible 
environmental response officer. 
 
REASON:  To ensure site attendance in response to emergency. 
 
7. DISCHARGE WATER 
Additional Sump with a minimum of 21m3 to be installed near the front driveway.  This is to 
collect runoff from hardstand area as well as potential overflows from the existing sediment 
sump near the front fence.  This detail shall be designed to comprise an additional discharge 
weir to automatically discharge water once the sump is full so that runoff following the first 
flush can be discharged off site if necessary. 
 
REASON:  To ensure compliance with Surface Water Audit prepared by SLR April 2018.  
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8. POWER SUPPLY 
The water management system is to be fitted with a backup power supply and pumping to 
enable water to be pumped to minimise environmental risk during black out conditions. 
 
REASON:  To ensure compliance with Surface Water Audit prepared by SLR April 2018. 
 
9. STORMWATER  
The overflow water released into the stormwater drainage system is to have a pH value 
between 6.5 and 8.5.  Automated daily written records shall be maintained on site showing 
monitoring results of pH levels and shall be available for inspection on request by authorised 
officers. 
 
REASON: To ensure that the stormwater and sewerage systems are protected. 
 
10. COMPLAINT HANDLING 
The Applicant shall ensure that the following are available for community complaints: 

• A telephone number on which complaints about operations on the site may be 
registered;  

• A postal address to which written complaints may be sent; and  
• An email address to which electronic complaints may be transmitted. 

 
A telephone number, the postal address and the email address shall be displayed on a sign 
near the entrance to the site, in a position that is clearly visible to the public. 
 
REASON: To ensure community complaints are directed to Applicant. 
 
11. STORAGE AND BUNDING 
All oils, lubricants, chemicals, acids, solvents, and concrete additives are to be stored in a 
designated area according to their storage requirements, away from stormwater drains, 
covered, sealed and bunded. The bund walls and floor shall be constructed of impervious 
materials and shall be of sufficient size to contain 110% of the volume of materials to be 
stored. 
 
REASON: To ensure that hazardous materials are adequately stored. 
 
12.DUST VALIDATION TESTING REPORT 
The applicant is to provide a Dust validation testing report to Council within twelve months of 
installation of the dust extraction system to confirm that air emissions comply with the 
relevant criteria. Validation testing must be undertaken in accordance with the Approved 
Methods for Sampling and Analysis of Air Pollutants in New South Wales (December 2007). 
 
REASON: To ensure compliance with the system complies with required air emission 
standards. 
 
13. BUILDING INFORMATION CERTIFICATE 

An application for a building information certificate must be submitted to Queanbeyan-
Palerang Regional Council within three months of the date of this consent. 

Reason: To ensure that the unauthorised works are structurally sound.  
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14.COMPLY WITH THE BUILDING CODE OF AUSTRALIA  

If the adjusted boundary between Lot 10 and Lot 11 is created within 3m of existing buildings 

there may likely be Building Code of Australia (BCA) upgrades required.  In this regard a 

report must be submitted from a suitably qualified and experienced building professional 

detailing any necessary upgrading of buildings on current Lot 10 in the vicinity of the 

proposed common boundary. The completion of any required works to be carried out prior to 

the issue of the Subdivision Certificate. 

Reason:  All work is to comply with the current edition of the Building Code of Australia. 
 
15. BUILDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE PAID  

Prior to the lodgement of the Subdivision Application the contributions specified in Schedule 

1 of this consent must be paid to Council under the provisions of Section 64 of the Local 

Government Act 1993 and Division 5 of Part 2 of Chapter 6 of the Water Management Act 

2000. 

Reason:  To provide for the funding of augmentation and provision of services and 
community facilities. 
 

16. SECTION 138 CONSENT 

Prior to undertaking any works within a public road reserve, an application under Section 

138 of the Roads Act 1993 is to be submitted to and approved by Queanbeyan-Palerang 

Regional Council. 

Reason: To ensure that works carried out comply with the Roads Act. 
 
17. HOURS OF OPERATION FOR WORKS 

All works associated with this development must be carried out between the following hours 

unless Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council agrees in writing.  A written application shall 

be made to Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council if a variation of hours is required. 

Weekdays: 7.00am to 6.00pm  

Saturdays: 8.00am to 4.00pm 

Sundays and Public Holidays: NIL 
 

Reason:  To reduce the chance of offensive noise being created and to minimise the impacts 
of the development in its locality. 
 

18. APPROVAL DOCUMENTS 

Keep a copy of all stamped approved plans, specifications and documents on site while work 

is being undertaken. 

Reason: Relevant documentation is available for perusal on site by a council officer, for 
compliance check. 
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19.ALL WORKS TO BE CONFINED TO THE SITE 

All demolition, excavation, backfilling, construction and other activities associated with the 

development must:- 

a) Be carried out entirely within the allotment boundaries unless otherwise approved by 

Council. 

b) Comply with the requirements of AS 2601-2001 - The demolition of structures. 

c) If within one metre of the verge, the site must be protected by a hoarding which must 

be erected prior to the commencement of the demolition works. 

d) Be kept clear of stormwater, sewer manholes and service easements on the site. 

e) Any gates must be installed so they do not open onto any footpath or adjoining land. 

Reason: To ensure that all development activity associated with the development does not 
pose a hazard to life or property and that the effectiveness of public services is not impaired. 
 

20. WORK ON ADJOINING LAND IS LIMITED 

The verge and other adjoining lands must not be used for storage of materials or disturbed 

by construction activities except for: 

a) Installation of a temporary, stabilised construction access across the verge. 

b) Installation of services. 

c) Construction of an approved permanent verge crossing. 

Reason:  To minimise interference with the verge and its accessibility by pedestrians. 
 

21. PROTECTION OF WORKS ON PUBLIC ROADS  

Lighting, fencing, traffic control advanced warning signs must be provided for the protection 
of works and for the safety and convenience of the public, in accordance with Council’s 
Queanbeyan Design and Construction Specifications (Version 3.2, dated January 2013) / 
Googong Design and Construction Specifications (Version 1, dated June 2011).  
Traffic movement in both directions on public roads and vehicular access to private 
properties must be maintained at all times, during the currency of the works.  

Reason: To ensure an adequate level of public safety and convenience during construction.  
 
22. BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT  

An application for a Subdivision Certificate for the boundary adjustment between Lot 10 and 
Lot 11 DP 1219548 must be submitted to Council within three months of the date of this 
consent. 

REASON: To ensure that all buildings, car parking and other activities associated with the 
concrete batching plant are located on one lot.  
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23. DRIVEWAY APPLICATION FORM  

A driveway application form must be submitted to and approved by Council prior to 

commencement of driveway works and construction of the driveway across Council’s 

footway area must be undertaken by a Council approved contractor, at no cost to the 

Council. 

Reason: To ensure the construction of the driveway on public land meets Council’s 
requirements. 
 
24. MAINTAIN CAR PARKING AREAS AND DRIVEWAY SEALS 

All sealed car parking areas, loading bays, manoeuvring areas and driveways must be 
maintained in a trafficable condition. 

Reason: To ensure car park areas are useable. 
 

25, KEEP CAR PARKING AREAS FREE FOR PARKING 

The operator of the development must ensure that all vehicles associated with the 
development are parked within the site in the approved car parking area as line marked. 

Reason: To ensure that the car parking provided on site is used for the development. 
 
 

26. CAR PARKING SPACES TO BE KEPT FREE AT ALL TIMES 

All car parking spaces, loading and unloading areas, vehicle manoeuvring and driveway 
areas must not be used for the storage of any goods or materials and must be available for 
their intended use at all times. 

Reason: To ensure such areas are available for occupants and visitors of the site.  
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SCHEDULE 1 

 
NOTICE OF CONTRIBUTIONS & CHARGES ASSOCIATED WITH DEVELOPMENT 

 
 

PROJECT ADDRESS 9 BOWEN PLACE QUEANBEYAN WEST  NSW  
2620 

Lot 10 DP1219548 and Lot 11 DP1210548 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Boundary adjustment, Alterations and additions to 
existing industry including new silos, 
environmental upgrades and sediment ponds 

APPLICATION NO 188-2018 

NAME OF APPLICANT Brett McPherson 

   
Important 
The following contribution rates are those that apply at the date of issue of this 
consent.  Rates are reviewed quarterly.  Contributions will only be accepted at the rate 
applying at the date of payment.  Council’s Natural and Built Character section should 
be contacted to receive a current contribution notice of charges. 
 
Fee Description Fee Due 

 
 
Total Contributions Payable $35,200 
 
Relevant Criteria on which these calculations were made: 
 
No equivalent tenements have been credited to this development. 
 
Date Generated: 03 September 2019 
 

Section 64 Contribution Plan  
Water $18,800 
Plan Type $16,400 
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Report of the Environment and Sustainability Advisory Committee  

Meeting held 31 July 2019 
 

Present: Cr Peter Marshall (Chair), Tom Baker (Queanbeyan Landcare), Katrina Willis 
(Community Representative); Paul Downey (Community Representative) 

 

Also Present: Michael Thompson (Portfolio General Manager), Natasha Abbott (Service 
Manager Natural Landscapes and Health), Cameron Pensini (Sustainability 
Officer), Brendan Belcher (Coordinator Utilities), Gina Herrmann (Trainee 
Environmental Health Officer) 

 

1. Apologies: Rebecca Klomp (Community Representative); Janelle Denis 
(Molonglo Conservation Group) 

 
2. Declarations of Interest  

 

Nil 

3. Confirmation of report of the previous meeting 

Minutes of the meeting of 6 March 2019 were moved for adoption by Cnr Peter 
Marshall and seconded by Tom Baker.  

No matters arising. 

 

4. Resignation of Committee Member  

Committee suggested that Council advertise for a replacement member and notify 
previously unsuccessful interested persons. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  That Council seek a new member on the ESAC 
Committee. 
 

5. Update on New Waste Strategy  

Draft is waiting on some key information on cost and modelling.  Utilities is hoping to report the 
Draft to Council for exhibition in October. 

Q. Is there any funding in the 2021 budget? - Rateable properties are charged a domestic 
waste charge.  This is split between collection, infrastructure and projects such as roadside 
litter, chemical collection, education, Clean Up days and waste dumping. 

Q. Is any material going to landfill? - Confident recycling not going to landfill. 

Q. Has the issue of big fees to use the MURF changed? Still an issue, hoping to gain some 
income from the container deposit scheme.  

Q Disappointment in State and Federal Government on what happens to waste.  Is Local 
Government Association still active?  Yes – LG Conference is usually in October/November. 
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Q. What is happening in relation to food scraps?  - In Queanbeyan the problem has been the 
availability of a suitable site for processing.  Former Palerang (Bungendore/Braidwood/ 
Captains Flat) have been collecting food scraps in bags put into greenwaste bins.  These are 
manually sorted at the transfer station and collected by GoTerra Agricultural Cooperative in 
Fyshwick. The greenwaste is shredded and used for mine rehabilitation works at Woodlawn. 
Queanbeyan food waste is an obvious action from the new plan. 

Q. Asbestos Waste Information?  - Residents require information on dealing with asbestos. 
The website has a link to search for approved asbestos waste facilities.  The only two options 
here are Mugga Lane and Hi-Quality Windellama Landfill.  Also links to NSW EPA and 
SafeWork NSW information. 

 

6. Update on the New Queanbeyan Sewerage Treatment Plant  

The upgrade will replace existing infrastructure which is approaching the end of its 
asset life and provide additional treatment capacity for population growth.  Project still 
in early days with design underway, decisions on process streams.  A Business Case 
for concept design should be complete by late September.  There have been many 
discussions with ACT on reasonable water quality limits and workshops registering 
new risks throughout the life of the project.  At this stage we do not know the footprint 
as technology has not been defined.  Needs to be robust and reliable lasting us 
another 80-100 years.  
 
The Draft Climate Change Action Plan recommends the implementation of best practice 

energy efficient technologies and control in the design of the new Queanbeyan sewerage 
treatment plant, and achieve targets aligned with QPRC’s Sustainable Design Policy 
for Council Buildings. Overall energy consumption by the new Queanbeyan STP should 
achieve a 25% reduction in energy for e.g. equates to 460 MWh per year and 380t CO2-e on 
a Scope 2 basis. 

 

7. Royalla Landcare Glider boxes 

Royalla Landcare have been active in building nest boxes for sugar gliders.  Nest 
boxes have been installed in reserves in Royalla to supplement naturally occurring 
nesting hollows in old trees. The boxes will be checked periodically to ensure they 
are secure. 

 

8. Platypus Walk and Research Project Application 

August is Platypus Month.  Platypus are very active, working hard to find enough 
food in the cold conditions leading up to breeding season.  Most recent guided walks 
along Queanbeyan River were held on Friday 3 May 2019 and Sunday 19 August 
2019. 
 
Council has partnered with the Australian Research Council Linkage Project proposal 
LP190100202 for funding by the Federal Government. Safeguarding the platypus - 
stepping stones to a secure future.  Partnerships in the project include captive 
breeding of platypus populations (Taronga Zoo and Zoos Victoria), management of a 
semi-wild population (ACT Parks), and wild populations (Mid Coast Council, 
Goulburn-Broken CMA, Queanbeyan-Palerang Regional Council, Gold Coast 
Catchment association).  
The project will systematically survey platypus populations, health, map habitat, 
identify threats, and assess monitoring effectiveness at large and fine scales across 
four rivers (Goulburn-Broken, Manning, Commera, and Queanbeyan Rivers). They 
will estimate population size, population structure, genetic structure and viability, and 
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movements, using systematic surveys within rivers, using standard mark-recapture 
techniques. 

 

9. Draft Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) 

Draft CCAP completed with input from 134 survey responses.  Of the replies, 80 
people said we are not doing enough for climate change.  There is a direction to 
increase renewables and reduce emissions.  The CCAP has been prepared as two 
separate documents for Council Operations and Community.   

KW – The plan is ambitious with stronger messages and actions than the original 
plan. Main focus on energy.  Note that waste is not targeted due to a new waste 
strategy in progress.  

Would like to see urban tree canopy actions increased, which has benefits on wind 
speed.  May be a missed opportunity with a native tree replacement.  Protection and 
planting of native trees.   

Both plans could be together with Council Operations actions in the Appendix of the 
Community Plan.  Overview on how the two fit together.   

Save unnecessary comments. Could strip out background into snapshot or document 
that people will read.  

Agricultural activities, restrict high impact emitters of CO2 into the environment eg 
piggeries/industries.  Opportunity for small holding carbon sequestration biodiversity 
offset plan.  

Overview document – NSW biosecurity legislation shared responsibility model. The 
concept has to highlight expectations and sell the concept to ratepayers.  

Other comments: 

 Consultant logo on every page 

 What are we aiming for? 

 Target set lower 

 UN asking plans of zero emissions by 2050. 

 Is 82 Actions too many? 

 Could actions be prioritised / priority ranking 

 Documents should have a lifespan  eg 2040 

 Actions grouped based on short, medium and long term 

 Slogan or plan a good idea 

 Well pitched for public 

 

10. National Tree Day (NTD) 

A successful NTD was held on Sunday 28 July 2019.  An attendance of over 120 
people which was a fantastic sharing of community spirit with unrelated people 
actually lending a hand to others. 

It was noted that vehicles have been accessing the site from Dominion Place which 
needs to be closed off.  

Comments from members on Bicentennial Park Plan of Management illegal vehicle 
access and Bywong Creek requiring some attention including fencing. 

Is there opportunity to send a thankyou certificate to volunteers?. 
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11. Repair Café 

Working Group has been implemented with discussions on how it would operate.  
Looking at second Saturday every month from 9-12.  Grant funding to be sought for 
set up costs.  Facilities team suggested Rusten House.  Volunteers would need to 
bring tools. Mens shed to be involved. Some have a donation system or approach 
Service Clubs. It would also generate income.  Suggest Council try out and transition 
to a community group.  Could put an EOI on Your Voice for corporate sponsor.  

Suggestion of ‘specials’ such as furniture 4 times a year.  Waiting for legal officer if 
volunteers are covered. Timeline planned for start of next year.  
 

12. Draft Sustainable Events Management Policy 

The document covers Council run events only.  This is a narrow range of events.  
What about events which are held on Council facilities such as the Show, Circus or 
Octoberfest?   

Could the conditions of hire be reviewed from the commercial aspect with impacts of 
compliance with the Policy? 

A suggestion to send a copy of the Draft to regular users of facilities.  Ask the 
question, Will this preclude you from using our facility?  Put to Council for public 
exhibition with recommendation to include non-Council organised events with review 
facilities hire agreement to consider, consult regular users.  

Other comments: 

 Provide checklist 

 Include transport to venue 

 Include mandatory waste and recycling 

 Requirements to leave the facility clean and tidy 

 Prohibit use of Single Use Plastic (SUP) and Polystyrene. 

 Christmas in July a trial 

 Reference to Waste Strategy 

 Penalties? Perhaps support could be withdrawn? 

 Provision of bike racks 

Recommendation:  That Council amend section 4.3 of the Draft Sustainable 
Events Policy to include non-council events on public land owned and 
controlled by QPRC.  
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13. Application for Keep Australia Beautiful Awards 

On Wednesday 14 August 2019 the Keep NSW Beautiful Tidy Town judge Doug 

Macdonald will visit Queanbeyan to assess the Overall Award for 2019 NSW Tidy 

Town submissions. QPRC has: 

 Queanbeyan Parkrun (Community Spirit and Inclusion Award) 

 Solar PV Installations on Council Buildings (Renewable Energy Award) 

 QCC and QPRC Climate Change Action Plans and Projects (Response to 

Climate Change) 

 Yeddum Munni Nadyun ‘good running water’ project (Hey tosser-litter prevention 

award)  

The 2019 Keep NSW Beautiful Tidy Town award winners will be announced at the 
Sustainable Communities-Tidy Towns Awards Weekend in Cessnock from the 1st to 
3rd November 2019.  

14. Members Reports 

TB -  Tree re[placement Policy update requested. 

PD – Change in zoning Wamboin. Resolved to proceed to rezone some areas to R5. 
Planning Proposal yet to be completed. 

Next Meeting 

The next meeting will be held at 3.30pm on 4 September 2019 in the Committee 
Room at Queanbeyan Council Chambers. 

 

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 5.15pm. 
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Present: Cr Peter Marshall (Chair), Kirsty Altenburg, Sandra Hand, Peter Smith, 
John Stahel 

Also Present:  David Carswell, Kat McCauley, David Hobbes, Nathan Cooke. 

Others Present:  Nil 

Apologies:  Nil 

The Committee Recommends: 

1. Confirmation of the Report of Previous Meeting 

Recommendation (Smith, Altenburg) 

That the notes of the meeting of the Committee held on 9 May 2019 be noted.  

2. Declaration of Conflicts of Interest 

Nil. 

3. Business Arising From Notes 

Nil 

 

4. NBN Rollout Braidwood 

David Carswell introduced Nathan Cooke to the Committee.  Nathan explained that the 

NBN has been approved by the Department of Heritage for the work in Braidwood and 

that they will be using the current pits.  David Hobbes commented that the Heritage 

Impact Statement that was provided was one of the best and comprehensive works he 

had seen.  Due to not having to go near any of the curbs in Wallace Street and using 

the current infrastructure available, the works were approved by Council as minor 

heritage works.  The current time frame for the work to start is between August 2019 

and February 2020.  Nathan Cooke stressed to the Committee that NBN Co would like 

to know of any complaints and concerns from the public in regard to the work being 

done. 

Peter Smith requested that the Braidwood Museum get a copy of the Heritage Impact 

Statement for its records.  Nathan Cooke will follow this up with NBN.  

Kirsty Altenburg inquired about the protection of the Flame tree roots during the work. 

 

5. Heritage Images for Braidwood’s new rubbish bins 

Peter Smith raised the possibility of putting laminated heritage images on the new 
bins. Peter provided the Committee with a concept picture and one quotation to a total 
of 50 prints (10 different designs) in a Satin Polymeric Self Adhesive vinyl for around 
$4000.  The quotation did not include the application onto the bins.  

It was noted that the images would last about 5 years.  

A discussion around the proposal was undertaken by the Committee, which could 
greatly enhance the street scape. 

The Committee raised the following issues in regard to it: 

 Is it the role of this Committee to approach Council? 
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 Should the proposal get sent to the Braidwood Community Association? 

 Can sponsorship be sort for the cost of the images? 

Recommendation (Altenburg/Smith) 

B&C HAC 001/19 That Council investigate the possibility of Heritage images 
being installed on the bins in Braidwood.  

6. Funding for Braidwood’s 2006 State Heritage Listing  

 
Peter Smith updated the Committee on the Historical Society discussions with the 
Mayor and the CEO Peter Tegart in regard to funding and the need for money for 
heritage in Braidwood being for heritage tourism.  Peter discussed the benefits of the 
Braidwood Museum becoming the Braidwood Heritage Centre, but noted that this 
would require funding for a full time person with appropriate archival skills. 
 
The Committee supported a need to maintain two Heritage Advisers for the LGA, given 
the State listing of Braidwood which generates a need for its own Heritage Advisor. 
 

 

7. Other Business 

David Carswell provided an update on the Special Heritage Grants and Local Heritage 
Grants, informing the Committee that they should be advertised next month.  The 
Committee has requested that a link to the applications be emailed to members when 
they go live. 

Peter Smith provided the Committee a picture of the sign that is proposed for Ryrie 
Park. The Committee would like to have a further discussion regarding signs in the 
Braidwood area with staff with a view to developing an overview Master Plan for the 
central area and open space areas of Braidwood.  

Sandra Hand asked if anyone knew what is going to happen with the Court House.  Is 
it going to be offered to the town or just left after the police move out? 

The Committee further discussed the Court House noting that it is an asset to the town 
and could possibly be used as an information centre and also noting the 1901 court 
room still looks the same today.  

Recommendation (Hand/Smith) 

B&C HAC 002/19 That Council to investigate the possibility of the 
Braidwood Court House becoming State Heritage Listed. 

 

8. Next Meeting 

The next meeting will be held at 10:00 am on Thursday 12 September 2019 in the 
Councillors Facilities Meeting Room at the Braidwood Offices. 

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 11:20 am.  
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